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Step into the world of Claude Monet
A 360-degree digital art exhibition arriving in Los Angeles this December .
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Los Angeles, December 1 2021 - After positive openings across multiple European cities,

entertainment producer Exhibition Hub together with Fever, the leading entertainment

discovery platform, have collaborated once again, to bring Monet: The Immersive Experience to

the United States. 

Exhibition Hub and Fever, the companies behind the hugely successful touring exhibitions, Van

Gogh: The immersive Experience and Banksy: Genius or Vandal? have announced they will be

bringing this 360-degree digital art exhibition dedicated to the works of Claude Monet to Los

Angeles this month.

Monet: The Immersive Experience, is a unique digital art exhibition showcasing more than 300

of Monet’s paintings and sketches through state of the art video mapping technology. Visitors

can explore the artist's life, his career, and his secrets like never before with the help of 360º

digital projections and a unique virtual reality experience.

View the full experience here.

This unique experience, which has already featured in Barcelona, Brussels and Turin, allows its

visitors to gain a deeper understanding of Monet’s voyage and how he founded Impressionism.

Monet: The Immersive Experience welcomes guests of all ages. This rare and cutting-edge

experience is the perfect discovery for couples as well as larger groups, for individuals and for

the whole family. There is also a surprise at the end for young artists. 

Monet: The Immersive Experience will be located just off the North Montebello Boulevard, in

the historic Montebello, 1345 N. Montebello Boulevard, Montebello, Los Angeles, California.

This 80,000 square foot warehouse space has been transformed into a premier destination for

world class immersive exhibitions, easily accessible from neighboring cities while boasting

uninterrupted views of the lush San Gabriel hills. 

Information

Location: 1345 N. Montebello Boulevard, Montebello, California, 90640

Dates: March - June, 2022

Tickets: Through Fever’s marketplace here. Ticket prices will start at $36.00 for adults and

$19.90 for children, with discounts and family passes also available. 

The Organizers

The teams at Exhibition Hub and Fever have partnered to curate this digital production,

bringing decades of experience in the sector.

https://vangoghexpo.com/
https://banksyexpo.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNtjYYlKnMk
https://feverup.com/m/100519


ABOUT FEVER

Fever is the leading global live-entertainment discovery platform, helping millions of people every month to
discover the best experiences in their cities, with a mission to democratize access to culture and entertainment
in real life. Through its platform, Fever inspires its community to enjoy unique local experiences and events, from
immersive art exhibitions, interactive theatrical experiences, festivals, classical music concerts to molecular
cocktail pop-ups while empowering creators with data and technology to create and expand experiences across
the world.

Exhibition Hub has produced more than 70 exhibitions and immersive experiences around the

world, reaching more than 6 million visitors. The company curates, produces and distributes a

large number of exhibitions across the globe, from Europe to Asia, delivering experiences to

wide audiences and adapting its productions to numerous types of unique venues: from

museums to exhibition centers, galleries to shopping malls, and cathedrals, and historical sites.

Exhibition Hub has teamed with leading entertainment discovery platform Fever, which has

been inspiring global audiences through its experiences since 2015, reaching over 40 million

users around the world every month. 

About Exhibition Hub

Exhibition Hub is a curator, producer and distributor of large exhibitions across the world,

from Brazil, China, Paris, USA and Moscow. They deliver edutainment experiences to wide

audiences and adapt their productions to the venue each time creating an original experience

from museums, exhibition centers, galleries to shopping malls, old churches, historical

buildings and other unique spots. Nowadays, Exhibition Hub focuses more and more on

immersive experiences. They offer a spectacular 360° video, light and music experience and a

one-of-a-kind virtual reality experiences, each a compliment to the immersive experiences,

didactic introduction galleries allowing the visitor to immerse himself/herself into the artist

before experiencing the spectacular larger than life projections all synchronized to an original

score of music.
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